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Abstract 

Integrating social statics and dynamics into a 
single mathematical theory is one of the hard 
problems that could cross-fertilize AI and 
cognitive science. How perception, language and 
action are situated by context and grounded in 
reality remains one of the grand challenges of AI 
and cognitive science (see the special issue of 
Artificial Intelligence, 2005, 167). There are 
claims that it has been partly solved in AI from a 
programming perspective (i.e., the frame 
problem), but no similar claim exists in 
contemporary cognitive science, although Kurt 
Lewin began the study of it more than 70 years 
ago. The central problem remains the lack of a 
mathematical theory of information 
interdependence generated by social situations as 
when forming a dyad between two agents alters 
the cognitions of both. But the quantum 
mathematical model of social interdependence has 
recently gained credibility in the field and from a 
pilot study in the laboratory that we are attempting 
to replicate with AI.  

Introduction 
 

A hard problem common to AI and Cognitive Science is 
the integration of statics and dynamics in a rational theory 
that predicts valid outcomes for non-change and change in 
real world problems (e.g., in AI, the frame problem; see 
Shanahan, 2004; in cognitive science, the independence 
between self-reports of behavior and behavior; see 
Baumeister et al., 2005). This problem was recognized 
early on when Von Neumann and Morgenstern (1953) 

acknowledged that game theory was static; yet they also 
believed that their mathematics of interdependence was a 
step forward. However, Bohr’s criticism of the arbitrary 
categories in game theory led them to conclude that if 
Bohr was correct, a rational theory of behavior was 
“inconceivable” (p. 148). It remains a hard problem not 
only to simulate interdependence in individual agents but 
also in organizational processes such as decision-making. 
Artificial agent systems promise to advance social theory 
(Sallach, 2003), but so far their lack of validation 
relegates them to the status of “toys” (Macy, 2004).  

Our model of computational organizational 
decision-making with the mathematical physics of 
uncertainty derives from Bohr’s (1955) belief that 
quantum complementarity models social interdependence. 
It explains why self-reports of behavior as its proxy is 
unsupported by field evidence (Baumeister et al., 2005), a 
major barrier to developers of agent-based systems 
patterned after human organizations. We have approached 
this problem with field research on the decisions of 
Citizen Advisory Boards (CAB) advising the Department 
of Energy on its environmental cleanup of legacy nuclear 
wastes. Our focus has been on comparisons between 
CAB’s at DOE's Hanford facility in Richland, WA, and 
its Savannah River Site in Aiken, SC. The assumption in 
traditional studies of consensus that self-reports of 
behavior are sufficient allows DOE operations in the field 
to be ignored (e.g., Bradbury et al., 2003); in contrast, we 
have theorized and found that social information is 
interdependent with behavior, thus CAB decisions affect 
operations at DOE facilities (Lawless et al., 2005). As 
expected from social interdependence theory, we found a 
tradeoff in the uncertainties between cooperation from 
consensus seeking and competition from majority rule: 
the former dampens conflict but strengthens risk 
perceptions, contributing to the “gridlock” experienced by 
the CAB at Hanford; the latter strengthens conflict but 



dampens risk perceptions, accelerating cleanup as 
experienced by SRS CAB (Lawless & Whitton, 2006b).  

Applying Bohr’s ideas to artificial models of 
organizations is a challenge to engineer because the 
uncertainty principle modeled with mathematics means 
that a model should be precluded from gathering 
information about two conjugate state variables 
simultaneously (e.g., at the atomic level, position and 
velocity, or energy and time; at the organizational level, 
planning and action-execution, or energy-effectiveness 
and time). The uncertainty principle for conjugate 
variables simply means that as the status of one variable is 
measured, information on the status of the other variable 
is lost entirely, what we have termed the “measurement 
problem” (Lawless & Grayson, 2004).  
Cognitive science. Organizations.  

The reason to adapt the quantum model for social 
interaction is the bistable nature of the interaction among 
agents.  Agents are always either in an action or 
observation state, in a normal or excited state, or in a state 
of influence from one or another culture—these different 
states form interdependent couples. As agents produce 
memories or other static or “observational records” of 
their activities, natural outcomes lose significant 
information. It is known that measurement in social 
systems distorts the information gathered; e.g., 
Hawthorne effect in organizations (Franke & Kaul, 1978). 
An excellent example of information losses among 
individual humans is with the concept of self-esteem; as 
important as this concept has been from over thirty years 
of research, Baumeister and his colleagues (Baumeister et 
al., 2005) have concluded that there is only a weak link 
between self-esteem and performance, either for 
academics or work. In this example, self-esteem 
represents the static information collected by surveys or 
interviews used to predict the dynamic outcomes of 
behavior. As Baumeister notes, the problem is that 
information about independent factors such as self-esteem 
and behavior are collected with agent reports; we know 
that self-reports of behavior are significantly linked to an 
agents worldview, but that self-reports of behavior are a 
poor proxy for behavior (Lawless & Grayson, 2004). 
Shafir and LeBoeuf (2002) review evidence that self-
reports do not merely reveal experience but construct it. 

In general, when disagreements occur in ordinary 
conversations, partners tend to align their language 
choices (Clark, 1996); when disagreements are linked by 
survival to stable resource solutions, natural group 
differences crystallize into different cultures (Ehrlich, 
2001). However, all observations of organisms are taken 
at fixed positions and times whether in motion or not, 
generating action-observation information couples that 
disagree whenever interdependence is a factor (e.g., a 
basketball player and fan are differently located in 
physical space but not time; subsequently, when asked 
about a particular play, the basketball player is differently 

located in time and physical space further confounded by 
recall from a memory constituted of static information).  
 The inability of agent reports to fully capture 
behavior reflects a fundamental indeterminacy. Glimcher 
(2005) argued that until now indeterminacy has been 
rejected as a scientific explanation because it does not 
meet Popper’s requirement that it be falsifiable, but the 
validation of indeterminacy in quantum theory at the level 
of atoms and neurophysiology at the level of neurons has 
opened the possibility of indeterminacy as a factor at the 
social level where delays in cognition and action have 
been reported. For example, delays reported for humans 
in a judgment task obey the Heisenberg uncertainty 
principle at the human level as brain waves shift between 
gamma and theta waves (Hagoort et al., 2004).  
 The problem at the individual cognitive-behavioral 
level can be generalized to organizations. Today, 
organizational theory is considered to be very poor 
(Wieck & Quinn, 1999). Pfeffer and Fong (2005) agree 
that organizational theory is ineffective. In arguing for a 
new approach based on first principles, they adopt the 
principle of illusion for well-being first articulated by 
Taylor and Brown. They argue that the overarching need 
for self-enhancement manages interpretations of events 
for the self and to attract allies in the quest for power and 
self-esteem. Thus, individuals identify with those in 
power, marginalizing the remainder. This explains to 
them why self-accounting and “lessons learned” are rare. 
In their view, control becomes the illusion of control. This 
separates behavior in the real-world from cognition 
except where the two rarely correspond. They indirectly 
support Bohr by assuming that agents select from among 
multiple interpretations of reality to maintain illusions. 
But this model cannot explain business restructurings 
(e.g., Unilever in 2005), why some organizations perform 
better than others (e.g., GE has outperformed the market 
versus the reentry of US Airways into bankruptcy), why 
mergers and spin offs occur (Exelon and PSE&G merged, 
Liberty Mutual is breaking apart), and how illusions such 
as risk perceptions play a part (e.g., GM’s flirtation with 
bankruptcy has undercut its denials of ineffectiveness).; 
e.g., in the 2004 presidential election, play money futures 
predicted a landslide for Kerry while real dollar futures 
predicted a close Bush win (Lawless et al., 2006a).  
 In their review, Hastie and Kameda (2005) conclude 
that groups are more accurate than individuals because 
they have more resources. They assumed that the rational 
model linearly aggregates contributions at the individual 
level into group decisions. From simulations of different 
decision algorithms of the hunter-gatherer problem under 
incomplete information, they concluded that the average 
winner, majority rule and Condorcet decision rules 
performed similarly, but that the simplicity and ease of 
executing the majority rule implied economy and 
accuracy over a wide range of problems. The lack of 
transitivity for the Condorcet rule they believe indicates it 



is flawed (however, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle 
is intransitive). Based on findings by Sorkin, the authors 
suggested that consensus is better than majority rule when 
deliberation and discussion are included. In support, 
Miller (1989) found that consensus seeking is more likely 
to promote extensive discussion, compromise decisions, 
public and private change in group member positions, and 
satisfaction with a group decision. Flaig (2004) concluded 
that majority rule was more confrontational than 
consensus but also faster and more adaptable. However, 
there is no agreement in the literature with us that either 
decision rule invokes different processes; e.g., we have 
found that majority rule implies competition, consensus 
rule implies cooperation-resonance (Lawless et al., 2005).  
 Ilgen et al. (2005) review internal processes to 
address team performance under the suspicion that when 
feedback is introduced, teams become complex systems 
by exhibiting cyclical behavior that so far has received 
little attention. They attempt to break from the traditional 
perspective to a nonlinear mediation model, but they 
retain the traditional factors of diversity, trust and 
bonding even if the how and why are not as linear as 
generally held. While they too noted the lack of theory 
driven research and that interactions change individual 
preferences, but by not questioning self-reports, they 
seemed to discount the value of context as Bradbury et al. 
(2003) did in their study of CAB’s.  
 In contrast to traditional ethnomethodological 
models of culture, Atran et al. (2005) critique the current 
models as insufficiently cognitive. They attribute serious 
environmental problems like Hardin’s (1968) “tragedy of 
the commons” to “acting according to self-interest [to] 
overuse and deplete resources” (p. 744). In devising a 
cultural epidemiology of cognitive change and stability, 
they argue for including the cognitions that affect the 
group (language) to produce a structure or super-
organism, leading them to a consensus model to “look at 
culture in terms of mental representations that are reliably 
but diversely distributed across individuals in a 
population” (p. 750). However, attributing resource 
depletion as inherent to unchecked self-interests and 
conflict precludes an ecology of competition models that 
increase social welfare or consensus models with adverse 
effects; e.g., "The requirement for consensus in the 
European Council often holds policy-making hostage to 
national interests in areas which Council could and should 
decide by a qualified majority” (WP, 2001, p. 29).  
 Logan (2004) reviews two broad theories of 
attention, the mathematically powerful similar-choice 
theory (SCT) and signal detection theory (SDT). SCT 
“predicts choice probabilities from estimates of similarity 
and bias” (p. 209) as a function of the distance in space 
between objects and categories. To reproduce the reaction 
times predicted from SDT, SCT has been modified into a 
“race” theory to measure decision speed. Logan also 
reviews SDT which operates as a function of agent 

sensitivity, response bias, and noise, but concludes that it 
is a descriptive theory and less capable. He notes that 
executive control theory with feedback weights has 
become a popular research topic because of real-world 
applications, where switching among more visual objects 
than an agent can attend has time-cost tradeoffs. But, 
while we appreciate the mathematical success of SCT and 
the descriptive success of SDT, which Sorkin has used to 
establish the value of the majority rule, we agree with 
Luce (1997) that the lack of an overarching agent theory 
might be overcome by the quantum approach.  
 Kerr and Tindale (2004) examine small group 
performance with the cognitive factors of cohesiveness 
and member expertise and whether members interact or 
not over preferences. They recognize the importance of 
barriers to internal information processing such as 
motivation, social loafing and stress. In tradeoffs between 
time, efficiency and productivity, stress implies “that 
increasing time pressure leads to greater task focus within 
performance groups” (p. 630). We believe that task focus 
is an important but overlooked factor that entrains neutral 
members in group processes. But while also recognizing 
groups as complex systems, they conclude that current 
theory and methodology have been unable to address it.  
 Shafir and LeBoeuf (2002) provide a devastating 
critique of rationality that threatens the cognitive model’s 
assumptions underlying traditional individual and 
organizational preferences, utility, choice, judgment, and 
decision-making. They use the technical definition of 
rationality as “normatively consistent”. The long-held 
assumption in traditional cognitive science that 
manipulating an equivalent rational statement into, for 
example, one with conjunctives or disjunctives, construed 
with differently valenced emotions, reframed equivalently 
as a loss or gain, and other manipulations of the context 
are supposedly irrelevant to rationality but have instead 
been found to disable it. In response, rationalists devised a 
dual cognitive systems model with shifts between 
intuition for everyday decisions and formal analyses for 
expert decisions. But Shafir & LeBoeuf conclude there is 
no evidence that experts are immune to violations of 
rationality; e.g., scientists at DOE’s Argonne National 
Laboratory have built a model of electricity markets 
(EMCAS) from the advice of subject matter experts 
(Conzelmann et al., 2003) that we have criticized as 
insufficient to establish validity (Lawless et al., 2006a).  
 In sum, there are at least two major approaches to 
investigate organizations: Methodological individualism 
(MI) and the interdependence model of uncertainty in 
quantum physics. MI (cognitive science, game theory, AI) 
assumes that organizations are equal to the sum of the 
contributions from the individuals who comprise them, 
that information from reality is stable, and that 
information generated in social reality is more or less 
collectable. But preferences (Kelley, 1992) and 
justifications (Shafir & LeBoeuf, 2002) have been found 



to be unrelated to the choices and decisions humans 
actually make; interview and survey questions can be 
written to generate whatever opinion is desired (Eagly & 
Chaiken, 1993); and MI arbitrarily assumes that 
cooperation has a greater social value than competition 
(Nowak & Sigmund, 2004), even if the cooperation is 
coerced (Hardin, 1968). Further, what groups believe and 
how they act are unrelated to the aggregated beliefs and 
actions of their members (Levine & Moreland, 1998).  
 The mathematical physics model of uncertainty is 
based on the assumption from Bohr that social reality is 
bistable, with multiple sources of information mostly 
inaccessible due to interdependent uncertainties, making 
social categories arbitrary distinctions. To uncover 
interdependent uncertain information about an 
organization requires that it be disturbed to generate 
feedback, a notion alien to MI. A common perturbation in 
economics is a hostile merger offer between competing 
organizations, e.g., Oracle and PeopleSoft. A common 
perturbation from our research of CAB’s advising DOE 
on environmental cleanup is the conflict caused by 
incommensurable beliefs, a necessary condition to attract 
neutrals to observe a process and determine its outcome.  
 

 
 
Figure 1. The measurement problem for DOE’s waste and 
environmental cleanup (here “c” is a constant) (Lawless et 
al., 2005). In response to DOE Assistant Secretary 
Roberson call in 2002 to accelerate DOE’s cleanup, 
Strategy: Would DOE’s Citizen Advisory Boards 
understand DOE’s plan? Execution: Would the CAB’s 
push DOE to execute its plan to accelerate cleanup? 
Energy: Would the CAB’s support be sufficiently 
focused to make DOE effective? Time: Would the 
support by the CAB’s be timely or opportunistic? 
 
 From the perspective of DOE scientists and 
engineers, Figure 1 illustrates mathematically the effects 
of interdependence on uncertainty. In Figure 1, Lawless, 
Bergman, and Feltovitch (2005) attempted to formalize 
Bohr’s ideas about the measurement problem as a series 
of interrelated tradeoffs between two sets of 
interdependent factors. The central idea is that as 
convergence is constructed in order to reduce uncertainty 
in one factor, say planning, the nonlinear uncertainty in 

the other factor is tracked mathematically. The 
uncertainty relations for social interaction are represented 
by complementarity between strategy, plans, or 
knowledge uncertainty, ∆K (where K = function of social 
and geographical location, x) and uncertainty in the rate of 
change in knowledge, or its execution, as ∆v = ∆ (∆K/∆t). 
Similarly, complementarity also exists in the uncertainty 
in the energy expenditure committed to enact knowledge, 
∆E, and by uncertainty in the time it takes to enact 
knowledge, ∆t. That these two sets of bi-sided factors are 
conjugate means that a simultaneous full knowledge of 
either set is precluded.  
Status of field research. Findings and plans.  
 DOE allows its Boards to determine their own 
decision-making process, with five choosing majority rule 
(MR) and four consensus rule (CR), setting up a natural 
field experiment. What we have found in a series of field 
studies (Lawless et al., 2005) contradicts Miller (1989) 
but supports others (e.g., Dietz et al., 2003). That is, 
although MR uses conflict to drive a group to a decision, 
MR produces more decisions in a shorter time, more 
effective decisions, more learning, and less conflict than 
CR decisions. Yet MR arrives at about the same amount 
of solution agreement as CR, the ostensible purpose of 
DOE’s consensus policy (Bradbury et al., 2003).  
 Our results do not contradict Nash or Arrow. Nash’s 
(1950) celebrated paper on negotiation and Arrow’s 
(1951) on preference intransitivities put lower and upper 
limits on the likelihood of achieving formal consensus in 
groups. Instead, our results indicate that the primary 
problem with CR is its reduction of barriers to social 
discourse. This reduction makes processing of complex 
information less tractable, leads to decisions based more 
on risk perceptions, and wastes considerable amounts of 
time. The result is a lack of concreteness in the decisions 
completed under CR (Lawless & Whitton, 2006b).   
Status of laboratory research. Pilot results. 
 Background: As stated above, DOE uses CAB’s to 
provide advice on cleaning up the widespread 
contamination and legacy wastes at its sites. DOE’s 
policy is to seek consensus to provide advice supposedly 
based on the fairest and widest basis possible. However, 
in the application of its policy, DOE allows Boards to 
self-organize. The result is that five of the nine active 
Boards across the U.S. use MR (a “truth-seeking”, 
conflict approach to decision-making) and four use CR 
(cooperation), setting the stage for a successful field 
experiment (i.e., Lawless et al., 2005) that the pilot study 
attempted to replicate.  
 Hypothesis: MR decisions not dominated by a single 
person or wracked by conflict should lead to better 
information processing than CR decisions (Dietz et al., 
2003, p. 1909). The result should be no significant 
difference between MR and CR on participant 
endorsements. CR decisions take considerable time to 
complete (Flaig, 2004), reducing the rate of decisions by 



the CR compared to the MR group. MR decisions should 
be characterized by practicality; an outside group judging 
these decisions should favor them over CR. Time for both 
groups will be fixed at 30 minutes. 
 Results from the pilot test on group decision making: 
The differences in a t-test between the two groups based 
on participant endorsement of the decisions made by MR 
over CR was larger but not significant (t(98) = 0.35, p. 
n.s.). A chi-square two-tailed test of the number of 
decisions made were significantly greater in frequency for 
the MR than CR group (χ2(1) = 4.83, p < .05). A chi-
square two-tailed test of the number of decisions 
independently judged to be practical were significantly 
more for the MR than CR group (χ2(1) = 4.12, p < .05). 
The time for both groups was not allowed to vary.  
 Pilot test conclusions: The hypotheses for the pilot 
study were supported. A full-scale test has begun.  
Cross-fertilizing AI: From conflict to Galois lattices.  
 We speculate that a Galois lattice model may 
provide a logic structure to capture uncertainty. With 
humans, conflict and competition generate information 
and uncertainty, test and rebut propositions, and hold the 
attention of neutral observers who serve as judges 
(Lawless & Grayson, 2004). But with logic, building 
differential operators in symbolic models requires 
negation or ortho-complements that are difficult to locate 
in non-modular lattices (Chaudron et al., 2003). Indeed, 
we proved that conjunctions of first order logic literals 
define a non-modular lattice (the cube model). Thus, the 
idea is to go back to elementary properties provided by 
negations, considered as Galois connections (Galois 
lattices). We intend to upgrade such structures to enrich 
their capabilities to capture predicate logic properties 
including a conflict-adapted negation operator. If problem 
solving is cooperative, and if transformations determine 
the information to visualize, extract and act upon (Trafton 
et al., 2000), negation locates uncertainty at the point of 
least cooperation between opposing agents.  
 As the very first step, let us consider a Galois lattice 
that represents two strong participants (A,B) in an 
argument along the horizontal axis at two of its vertices 
(forming a horizontal couple). Between these two 
horizontal vertices, locate the infimum and supremum 
along the vertical axis, with the infimum at the lowest 
vertex and supremum at the highest, the infimum being 
the greatest area of agreement and lowest level of energy 
between participants, and the supremum the least totality 
of the arguments in play and highest level of energy. In 
this model, conflict is proportional to the energy 
necessary to achieve agreement on the information in 
play, the information missing and the size of the space 
containing all of the arguments; convergence occurs as 
the argument moves closer to one side at the expense of 
the other; but as convergence in the argument to one side 
occurs, uncertainty increases correspondingly in the other 
side of the argument. A solution is located in the space 

created by arguments between the two participants. 
However, the solution becomes unstable unless accepted 
by both before either participant departs the interaction.  
 For example, given two agents A and B strongly 
opposed to the following properties: A is opposed to the 
aim and the reasons of a topic; B is opposed to the reason 
and means for it. A context can be defined and shown as:  

A verifies: “aim” and “reas” 
B verifies “reas” and “means” 

 

 
 
We can compute the Galois lattice of the conflict. At the 
top of the lattice, the two agents both disagree on “reas”, 
but at the bottom, it is proved that neither A nor B conflict 
about “aim”, “reas” and “means” simultaneously, 
allowing an exploration of the conflict.  
 

 
 
 To be sure, problems remain for a lattice model of 
organizations. For example, the uncertainty relations are 
not commutative logically, a requirement for lattice logic. 
But we believe that lattice models offer a rare 
opportunity. For example, we do not expect equal 
opponents to concede arguments unless the solutions are 
determined by neutral observers between the participants 
(A,B), replicating our field results (Lawless et al., 2005).  
Status of physics and computational research. Plans. 



 Schrödingers’s quantum equation captures both 
static and dynamic conjugate information. But we believe 
that feedback converts a conjugate model into a limit 
cycle like the interdependent model of predator-prey. We 
see a 3D model with two drivers of polar opposite views 
fighting to persuade neutrals to adopt their interpretation 
of events. We follow May’s (2001) suggestion that as a 
landscape of potential solution space is randomly 
explored, increasing Fourier elements represent an 
increasing N of supporters as the solution is discovered by 
stochastic resonance (e.g., Nicolis & Prigogine, 1989); 
e.g., Yahoo’s market success since restructuring in 2001 
from 44 to 4 business units (reducing ∆K) has centered 
around executing search and web technology (increasing 
∆v), advertisement to free users, and communities of 
information exchange, recapturing its market leadership 
with about 40% of registered global web users.  
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